
3M Scotch-Gard Fabric Protector
Repels watery and oily liquids. Spills blot up 
before turning into stains. Works well on all 
colorfast upholstery fabrics. Does not affect  
hand, color, or character of fabric. One 10 oz. 
aerosol can protect one oversized sofa.  
Provides added value your customers will really 
appreciate. Repels water and spills, versatile 
protection for clothing and fabric items.

1206005A (1-11) $13.90 ea. 
(12+) 12.51 ea.

3M 76 High Tack Adhesive
Strong, one-surface bonds, high temperature  
resistance, nonmisting, precise spray control,  
variable width spray pattern, does not cavitate  
expanded polystyrene foam.
A unique quick-tacking adhesive with fast 
strength buildup. Designed to effectively bond 
hard-to-hold materials such as polyethylene and 
polypropylene. Also bonds ABR rubber, fabric, 
felt, cardboard, cord, foil, many plastics, etc. to themselves 
and to wood, metal, glass and other surfaces. Will not 
activate beadboard or styrofoam.
1205001A (1-11) $32.90 ea. 

(12+) 29.60 ea.

3M Super 77 Spray Adhesive
High coverage, versatile - securely bonds  
most lightweight materials, low soak-in for  
long lasting bonds, fast, aggressive tack,  
long bonding range, meets performance 
requirements of MMM-A-1058A.
The original, industrial-grade aerosol adhesive - 
now better than ever. Extremely versatile, securely 
bonds most lightweight materials including metal 
foil, plastic films, polystyrene foam, flexible foam, fiberglass 
insulation, felt, cork, cardboard, etc. Not recommended for 
use on vinyl materials or automotive headliners.
1205002A (1-11) $25.15 ea. 

(12+) 22.65 ea.

3M 90 High Strength Adhesive
High contact bond strength, one-minute dry 
time, high temperature resistance, nonmisting 
precise spray control, variable width spray 
patterns, meets performance requirements  
of MMM-A-130 B.
Decorative laminate bonding to tables,  
cabinets, shelving. Bonds kick plates to office 
desks. Adheres polyethylene, polypropylene to 
wood, metal, many other materials. Attaches  
plastic sign lettering to wood.
1205009A (1-11) $27.20 ea. 

(12+) 24.47 ea.

3M Super 74 Foam Fast Adhesive
Fast tack, foam tearing strength, soft, non-
dimpling glue line, nonmisting, precise spray 
control, variable width spray.
Specially formulated for bonding flexible  
urethane or foam to themselves or most  
other materials (wood, metal, plastics, etc.).

*Not recommended for vinyl bonding
1205000A (1-11) $29.40 ea. 

(12+) 26.48 ea.

3M Silicone Lube
Fast drying, long lasting, contains no  
petroleum oils, 350°F temperature resistance, 
won’t stain or become gummy, FDA acceptable, 
USDA acceptable.
1205003A (1-11) $19.50 ea. 

(12+) 17.54 ea.

Ultra Foam Bond
Manufactured exclusively for Albany Foam &  
Supply. Used for gluing foam to foam or dacron,  
leather, cardboard, most plastics, polyethylene  
and cloth. Available in yellow or clear.
Ultra Bond Spray Adhesive 
1205026A Natural – not tinted 

(1-11) $8.05 ea. 
(12+) 7.32 ea.

1205011A Yellow tint 
(1-11) 8.05 ea. 
(12+) 7.32 ea.

Upholstery Silicone Spray
This thick viscosity, heavy duty silicone  
is specifically formulated to provide  
superior all purpose lubrication and  
protection without the use of ozone  
depleting chlorinated solvents.
1205012A (1-11) $7.45 ea. 

(12+) 6.75 ea.

a
MUST TRYproduct!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
Call Customer Service 1 (800) 235-0888 toll free for current pricing.44
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